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deviceTRUST Named an IGEL Ready Partner of the Year for 2022 
As IGEL Ready Partner of the Year for Customer Experience in EMEA deviceTRUST celebrated for 
demonstrating a strong commitment to teaming with IGEL to drive customer and partner success 

DARMSTADT / SAN FRANCISCO – February 27, 2023 – deviceTRUST and 
IGEL, provider of the managed endpoint operating system for secure access 
to any digital workspace, today announced that deviceTRUST has been 
awarded an IGEL Ready Partner of the Year Award for Customer Experience 
in EMEA. The award was presented to deviceTRUST during  DISRUPT 23, 
the only global event focused on end user computing and the delivery of 
secure, high-performance digital workspaces to increasingly distributed 
hybrid workforces, held in Munich, Germany. 

The IGEL Ready Partner of the Year Awards program recognizes IGEL Ready partners that have 
demonstrated strong commitment to customer success, active engagement in the IGEL Ready 
Program, and success on a global scale. Partners are also recognized for having a clearly differentiated 
value proposition for customers and partners, when their solutions are combined with IGEL, as well as 
their ability to improve the customer experience through their alliance with IGEL. 

“We are honored to have been awarded as IGEL Partner of the Year 2022 - Customer Experience 
EMEA. We look forward to our continued collaboration with IGEL and future developments in the IGEL 
Ready Program.” said Jens Schmidt, CSO deviceTRUST. “Based on context and devices as a security 
factor, deviceTRUST takes conditional access to the next level! We are ready for Zero Trust and look 
forward to making high-performance digital workspaces more secure for increasingly hybrid work 
environments.” 

“Congratulations to deviceTRUST on your success as a valued member of the IGEL Ready ecosystem,” 
said Divya Saggar, Director, IGEL Ready. “We are grateful for your commitment to IGEL Ready, and 
proud to be working with you to fulfill our mission of making it easier for our mutual customers to 
deploy, secure and manage their modern workplace environments.” 

About IGEL Ready 

Established in July 2020, IGEL Ready is a growing ecosystem of more than 130 technology partners 
providing hardware, software, and peripheral solutions that have been verified for use with IGEL OS to 
deliver a powerful, productive, and secure end user computing experience. For more information on the 
IGEL Ready program, please visit the IGEL Ready Showcase or contact the IGEL Ready team at 
ready@igel.com. If you’re a hardware or software technology maker looking to join our fastest-growing 
ecosystem of IGEL Ready partners, please apply here. 

About deviceTRUST GmbH 

deviceTRUST Contextual Security is the layer to protect a company's data and resources and reduces 
the costs associated with managing and securing digital workspaces while keeping productivity high. 
deviceTRUST add an additional layer of security to Zero Trust Strategies and bring conditional access 
to the next level!  

With its patented and patent-pending technologies, deviceTRUST provides more than 200 hardware, 
software, network, security, performance and location features. deviceTRUST integrates easily with 
any existing workspace management solution and requires no additional infrastructure. The context is 
always up-to-date and every change trigger a definable action.  

 

https://devicetrust.com/
https://www.igel.com/
https://www.disrupteuc.com/
https://www.igel.com/ready/
mailto:ready@igel.com
http://igel.com/applyready
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About IGEL 

Today, the world of work is hybrid. Multiple clouds can deliver applications sourced from anywhere to a 
widely distributed workforce using all types of devices. Right at the moment when the world of work 
needs it most, IGEL has the solution for fully managed, secure endpoint access to any digital 
workspace that gives IT teams strong control and end-users the freedom to work as they wish in a 
hybrid world. Enabling choice of any cloud, from any device, anywhere, IGEL unlocks a collaborative 
and productive end user computing experience while solving the common security and management 
challenges required to compete and win in today’s world of hybrid work.  With a growing ecosystem of 
more than 100 IGEL Ready technology partners, IGEL has offices in Europe and the United States and is 
represented by partners in over 50 countries. For more information on IGEL, visit www.igel.com. 
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